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PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

On February 1, 2023, Northern States Power Company, d/b/a Xcel Energy (Xcel or the 

Company) filed its annual update to the applicable retail rate (ARR) that is used to calculate bill 

credits for the energy production from community solar gardens (CSGs) that are not 

compensated at the value-of-solar rate (VOS).  

On February 23, 2023, the Commission issued a Notice of Comment Period seeking input on 

Xcel’s filing, including its proposal to consider changes to the ARR methodology.  

On February 28, 2023, Xcel filed initial comments. 

By March 30, 2023, the following parties filed comments: 

• Department of Commerce, Division of Energy Resources (the Department);

• The Minnesota Solar Energy Industries Association (MnSEIA) and the Coalition for

Community Solar Access (the Joint Solar Associations or JSA);

• Cooperative Energy Futures, Institute for Local Self-Reliance, Vote Solar, and Novel

Energy Solutions (CIVN);

• United States Solar Corporation (US Solar); and

• Fresh Energy.

By April 11, 2023, the following parties filed reply comments: 

• The Department;

• The Joint Solar Associations;

• CIVN; and

• Xcel.
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On May 11, 2023, the Commission met to consider this matter. 

 

 

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 

I. Introduction 

A. Legal Background 

The solar-garden statute, Minn. Stat. § 216B.1641, establishes the framework for a program 

under which utility customers subscribe to a solar generating facility (a CSG) and receive a bill 

credit from the utility for a portion of the energy generated by the facility. 

 

The statute authorizes the Commission to approve, disapprove, or modify Xcel’s CSG program.1 

Any program approved by the Commission must, among other requirements, reasonably allow 

for the creation, financing, and accessibility of CSGs and be consistent with the public interest.2 

 

A public utility must purchase all energy generated by a CSG at the rate calculated under the 

VOS statute, or, until a VOS has been approved by the Commission, the ARR.3 

 

While the solar-garden statute does not define ARR, in 2014, the Commission defined ARR to 

mean the CSG subscriber’s full retail rate.4 Subsequently, the Commission approved Xcel’s 

request to recover CSG costs through the fuel clause rider5 and ordered Xcel to include additional 

tariff provisions applicable to CSGs when they are receiving compensation at the ARR.6  

 

In 2016, the Commission approved the VOS for use as the CSG bill-credit rate for all CSG 

applications filed after December 31, 2016.7 The Commission elected not to make any 

adjustments to the ARR methodology at that time.8  

  

 
1 Minn. Stat. § 216B.1641(e). 

2 Minn. Stat. § 216B.1641(e)(1), (4). 

3 See Minn. Stat. § 216B.1641(d) (providing that the compensation for garden energy “shall be at the rate 

calculated under section 216B.164, subdivision 10 [(the VOS)], or, until that rate for the public utility has 

been approved by the commission, the applicable retail rate”). 

4 See April 7, 2014 order at 27, ordering para. 9 (providing “Xcel shall credit each subscriber’s portion of 

the solar-garden production at the applicable retail rate, which shall be the full retail rate, including the 

energy charge, demand charge, customer charge and applicable riders, for the customer class applicable to 

the subscriber receiving the credit.).  

5 See September 17, 2014 order at 21, ordering para. 19. 

6 See Id. at 19, ordering para. 3. 

7 September 6, 2016 order at 23, ordering para. 1.  

8 Id. at 14.  
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B. Xcel’s February 1, 2023 Filing 

On February 1, 2023, Xcel filed its annual ARR calculation for 2023 and noted that CSG 

compensation increased significantly compared to 2022 rates. Xcel stated that the increases were 

10.5% for participating residential customers, 14.4% for participating small commercial 

customers, and 13.3% for demand-billed customers. Xcel identified three primary factors causing 

the rate increases: (1) costs attributed to the calculation from the Company’s riders, including the 

Renewable Energy Standard (RES) Rider, (2) higher fuel costs including natural gas costs and 

transmission congestion costs, and (3) the impact of interim rates going into effect.  

 

Xcel attributed some of the fuel cost increases to a compounding effect created by the ARR 

compensation formula where above locational marginal pricing (LMP) market fuel costs for 

CSGs, which are recovered through the fuel clause adjustment, increase fuel expenses for all 

customers and also increase the ARR for the following year. Xcel proposed removing the 

compounding effect by excluding above LMP market fuel costs from the ARR compensation 

formula for 2023 and in subsequent years. Xcel contended that removing the compounding effect 

from the 2023 ARR calculation would produce an approximate $4.6 million annual cost savings 

for all customers.  

II. Positions of the Parties 

A. Supporters of Proposed Change to ARR Calculation 

1. Xcel 

Xcel recommended modifying the 2023 ARR by adjusting the calculation to remove (1) the 

compounding effect and (2) customer charge revenue. Xcel reasoned that the compounding 

effect is not in the public interest because it increases rates for all customers and compounds 

these increases when those rates are used to calculate the ARR in subsequent years. Xcel agreed 

with Fresh Energy that the ARR calculation should not include customer charge revenue because 

CSG subscribers do not avoid any costs associated with providing retail service by virtue of their 

CSG subscriptions. Xcel also agreed with Fresh Energy’s proposal to remove a portion of the 

demand charge revenues from the ARR formula.  

 

Xcel provided additional detail on the methodology utilized in its proposal to remove the 

compounding effect by referencing filings from its 2022 fuel true-up: 

 

to comply with the fuel clause treatment approved in Docket No. 

E002/M-13-867, the [CSG] bill credits and unsubscribed energy are 

recorded as fuel purchases in FERC Account 555. To allocate the 

costs to jurisdiction, the Company first divides the costs into market 

and above [LMP] market categories. To determine market costs, the 

Company reviews the solar garden production by hour and the 

corresponding LMP price at that hour. These costs are allocated to 

jurisdiction based on sales. Costs above [LMP] market are directly 

assigned to the Minnesota fuel clause. 
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Xcel explained that calculation to remove CSG above LMP market costs from the ARR 

calculation involved the following steps: 

 

1. Allocate CSG costs to market and above LMP market categories, as described above and in 

our 2022 Fuel True-up filing. 

2. Calculate monthly CSG above LMP market cost per kWh by dividing Minnesota CSG 

above LMP market costs by Minnesota retail sales. 

3. Multiply the CSG above LMP market cost per kWh by each classes’ Fuel Adjustment 

Factor to produce monthly CSG above LMP market rates for each of the three CSG classes. 

4. Multiply these rates by the CSG program sales for each of the three classes to determine the 

monthly CSG above LMP market costs by class. 

5.  The monthly above market LMP costs by class were then removed from the fuel costs used 

to calculate the ARR rates.  

a. Commission Authority to Modify  

According to Xcel, both the CSG enabling statute and Xcel’s tariff provide express authority to 

modify all aspects of the CSG program, including its rate, rate design, business rules, and tariffed 

terms. In modifying the CSG program, the Commission must consider the standards in Minn. 

Stat. § 216B.1641(e)1–8.  

 

Xcel explained that its tariffed Standard Contract is a uniform standard contract that applies the 

same tariff provisions to all CSGs.9  The contract states that changes may be made to the tariffed 

contract from time to time and the language specifically includes changes to rates for sales and 

purchases of subscribed energy. Xcel referenced the tariffed Standard Contract as stating: 

 

The rates for sales and purchases of Subscribed Energy shall be 

changed annually or otherwise as provided by order of the MPUC. 

The Community Solar Garden Operator shall comply with all of the 

rules stated in the Company’s applicable electric tariff related to the 

Solar*Rewards Community Program and the tariffed version of this 

Contract, as the same may be revised from time to time, or as 

otherwise allowed by an amendment to this Contract approved, or 

deemed approved, by the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission. 

In the event of any conflict between the terms of this Contract and 

Company’s electric tariff, the provisions of the tariff shall control.10 

 

According to Xcel, this framework (1) allows it to effectively administer the CSG program by 

providing uniformity of contracts across 860+ CSGs and (2) prevents any single CSG operator 

from vetoing a Commission-approved tariff revision that modifies the CSG program. Xcel noted  

 

 
9 Xcel noted that amendments to the Standard Contract addressing discrete issues may also be authorized 

on a case-by-case basis upon agreement of the contracting parties. 

10 Standard Contract for Solar*Rewards Community at tariff sheet 9-73, par. 1.B. Xcel emphasized that 

the language makes clear the Commission’s authority to amend or modify the tariffed contract and that 

the tariffed version controls.  
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that the Commission has previously exercised its right to modify the program after the initial 

tariffs were in place when the Commission imposed CSG co-location caps.  

 

Xcel contested US Solar’s assertions that Xcel was attempting to unilaterally modify relevant 

contracts without the signatures of both parties. Xcel argued that US Solar was conflating 

contract amendments that require the parties’ signatures with revisions to the tariffed Standard 

Contract, which become effective upon filing after the issuance of a Commission order 

authorizing the revised or new tariff sheet.  

 

Xcel asserted that its proposal does not implicate retroactive ratemaking because it would only 

apply the value of the ARR at the time the service (production of energy purchased by Xcel) is 

rendered.  

 

Xcel also noted that it filed comments in 2016 that recommended modifying the ARR formula to 

remove the compounding effect, customer charges, and demand charges from the ARR 

calculation. Xcel contended that even though the Commission did not adopt its recommended 

changes, the language used in several orders indicate that the Commission recognized that it may 

modify the ARR formula and that changes may be appropriate in the future once more is known 

about the CSG program.  

b. Subscriber Notice 

In response to the concerns expressed by US Solar about CSG subscribers not receiving notice of 

the proposed modifications to the ARR calculation, Xcel stated that it did not believe notice 

beyond what it provided is required. Xcel noted that many issues impacting subscribers have 

previously been addressed in this docket without the issuance of special notice to subscribers. If 

the Commission requires Xcel to provide additional subscriber notice, Xcel would not object; 

however, it would seek to recover the costs incurred in providing such notices from CSGs as part 

of their annual participation fee. As CSG operators are in the best position to determine the 

degree of potential subscriber impact, Xcel suggested that individual CSG operators should have 

the option to provide notice to their subscribers.  

2. Fresh Energy 

Fresh Energy supported Xcel’s proposed adjustment to the ARR methodology to remove the 

compounding effect. Fresh Energy noted that as of 2022, the ARR had increased 14–20% since 

the Commission approved it in 2014. Without any changes in 2023, Fresh Energy stated that the 

ARR will increase 10–13% from 2022 which is 25–36% over 2014 levels. Fresh Energy stated 

that the modest change proposed by Xcel resolves a fundamental unfairness that was 

unintentionally included in the ARR methodology.  

 

Noting that CSG programs have existed now for nearly a decade, Fresh Energy argued that the 

Commission should revisit the ARR formula to explore whether it remains reasonable and in the 

public interest under the current market conditions and policy environment. Fresh Energy 

recommended that the Commission make two other changes that would reduce CSG costs for 

general ratepayers. First, it supported removing customer charges from the ARR formula. Fresh 

Energy contended that the need for the infrastructure funded by customer charges is not 

eliminated when a customer subscribes to a CSG. Second, Fresh Energy recommended reducing 
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the amount of demand-charge compensation paid by the general service class used in the ARR 

formula. While Fresh Energy conceded that on average solar production reduces demand during 

peak periods, it expressed skepticism that 100% was the appropriate compensation level for 

general service customers’ demand charges. Fresh Energy proposed reducing demand charges 

used in the ARR formula by 50%.  

 

Given the escalating costs of ARR bill credits, Fresh Energy recommended that the Commission 

modify the ARR methodology starting in 2023 to remove the compounding effect as proposed by 

Xcel, remove customer charges, and reduce demand charges by 50%. Fresh Energy asserted that 

these changes are reasonable and justified and would better align ARR impacts with the public 

interest.  

3. The Department 

The Department stated that Xcel’s proposed calculation to remove the compounding effect was 

reasonable and recommended that the Commission approve the modification as applied to the 

ARR calculation in 2023 and subsequent years. The Department did not support proposals to 

modify the 2023 ARR to eliminate customer charges or reduce demand charges.  

B. Opponents of Proposed Change to ARR Calculation 

US Solar, the Joint Solar Associations, CIVN, and the City of St. Cloud opposed any 

Commission action that would decrease the 2023 ARR.  

1. US Solar 

US Solar contended that any modification of the ARR calculation at this point may be prohibited 

by applicable legal principles. Specifically, US Solar asserted that Xcel’s proposal to modify the 

ARR methodology to remove the compounding effect undermines the plain terms of the ARR 

Standard Contract and generally contravenes the sanctity of contract by relieving a contracting 

party of its agreed-to contractual duties.11 To the extent Xcel’s proposal alters the ARR and 

Standard Contract approved by the Commission in 2014, US Solar argued that the filed-rate 

doctrine prevents the Commission from retroactively revising the previously established rate. 

Additionally, US Solar noted that the application of the Mobile-Sierra doctrine invalidates rate 

filings that are inconsistent with contractual obligations.  

 

US Solar contended that Xcel’s proposal adversely impacts CSG subscribers by likely delaying 

the effective date of the 2023 ARR, which has historically become effective by April 1. US Solar 

also faulted Xcel for failing to notify CSG subscribers of the potential impact of Xcel’s proposal.  

 

In addition to arguing that Xcel failed to demonstrate sufficient legal and factual justification for 

the Commission to adopt its proposed change, US Solar emphasized that uncertainties of rate 

stability and contract sanctity may adversely affect investments resulting in long-term harm to 

Minnesota customers.  

 
11 US Solar also noted that the plain terms of the ARR Standard Contract state that it “can only be 

amended or modified by a writing signed by both parties.” 
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2. Joint Solar Associations 

JSA supported the positions expressed by US Solar and asserted that Xcel’s proposal to modify 

the ARR calculation lacks a legal basis. JSA also contended that Xcel failed to comply with 

various ratemaking requirements outlined in Minn. Stat. § 216B.16, which should bar the 

Commission from taking the action Xcel requested.  

 

To the extent that the proposed changes to the ARR can be supported by legal authority, JSA 

argued that the factual record was insufficient to justify Xcel’s proposed change. JSA noted that 

Xcel should provide additional information relating to the basis of its calculations and an 

explanation as to why it did not raise the issue of the compounding effect during discussions of 

the potential ARR calculations and methodologies that occurred in 2014. Because Xcel did not 

adequately identify or address the potential of an ARR-related compounding effect in 2014, JSA 

argued that Xcel should pay for the financial impacts of any changes ordered by the Commission 

so that CSG subscribers or other innocent parties do not suffer harm. JSA contended that current 

ARR levels fall within a range predicted in 2014.  

 

If the Commission finds that it has the authority to modify the ARR calculation, JSA suggested 

that preservation of the status quo is also justified for policy reasons. Echoing the sentiment 

expressed by US Solar, JSA contended that a departure from past practices at this point may 

create a perception of an uncertain regulatory environment and reduce the number of renewable 

energy developers willing to invest in CSGs. 

3. CIVN 

To the extent past CSG bill credits create net costs to ratepayers, CIVN agreed that those net 

costs should not contribute to elevating future CSG bill credits; however, CIVN argued that 

Xcel’s methodology lacks transparency and its approach to characterizing and quantifying the 

net costs of past CSGs is flawed and overestimates the net costs of the program. According to 

CIVN, the use of LMPs as the definition of when ratepayers are cost neutral is misleading 

because it captures the price of bulk energy on the market but not the infrastructure, capacity, or 

operating costs of energy generation and distribution. Unlike costs related to other sources of 

power, CSGs pass 100% of their cost to ratepayers via the fuel clause, including non-fuel 

expenses like distribution and grid upgrades.  

 

CIVN noted that the VOS relies on a detailed methodology that provides a reasonable estimation 

of the overall costs avoided through the use of solar energy. While Xcel’s proposal fails to 

account for many costs CSGs allow ratepayers to avoid, CIVN recommended using VOS when 

calculating net costs to ratepayers.12  

 

Given the complexity of accurately calculating the overall costs of community solar programs, 

CIVN recommended that the Commission not make any changes to the ARR until 2024, at the 

earliest, to allow for additional stakeholder dialogue. CIVN contended that additional exploration 

of these issues would yield important insights into the public-interest impact of CSG under the 

 
12 CIVN proposed the following formula: Net Community Solar Costs to Ratepayers = (Bill Credits 

Delivered to Subscribers + Payments to CSG Developers for Unsubscribed Energy) – (Levelized VOS x 

kWh of energy Delivered via Community Solar).  
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ARR and may lead to more accurate and less contentious modification proposals. CIVN 

recommended that the Commission approve the 2023 ARR with none of the proposed 

methodological modifications and with an effective date of April 1, 2023.  

4. City of St. Cloud 

The City of St. Cloud stated that it is a subscriber to multiple CSGs through multiple developers 

and expressed concern that Xcel’s proposal would reduce the financial benefits it expected to 

receive from its CSG subscriptions.  

III. Commission Action 

A. Authority to Modify CSG Program 

The legislature granted the Commission broad authority to ensure the CSG program aligns with 

the intent of the CSG statute, which includes authority to define, calculate, and set the 

appropriate ARR.13 Minnesota Statutes § 216B.1641 grants the Commission authority to 

“approve, disapprove, or modify a community solar garden program.” Among other 

considerations, the statute requires that a Commission-approved CSG program must reasonably 

allow for the creation, financing, and accessibility of community solar gardens and be consistent 

with the public interest. Since Xcel first filed the proposal for its CSG program, the Commission 

has solicited, received, and considered diverse opinions from stakeholders addressing various 

parameters of the CSG program. Throughout the development and implementation process, the 

Commission has incorporated new information and applied its expertise and judgment to balance 

competing interests and ensure that the resulting CSG program is consistent with statutory 

requirements. During the CSG’s program’s inception and roll out, the Commission refined 

certain aspects of the program due to unanticipated outcomes—the Commission has an 

obligation to continue to monitor the program and address issues as they arise.    

B. Removal of Compounding Effect  

The compounding effect Xcel identified in the ARR methodology has created an additional, 

unintentional cross-subsidy to CSG subscribers from non-subscribers. Continuing to perpetuate 

the compounding effect is inconsistent with the public interest as it unnecessarily increases costs 

to all ratepayers. The above-market CSG expenses remain part of the full retail rate by class that 

all ratepayers pay—the proposed change to the calculation simply removes these costs from the 

ARR formula to end the compounding cycle. Calculating the 2023 ARR by excluding the 

compounding effect remains consistent with the Commission’s definition of the ARR as the 

subscriber’s full retail rate as approved in 2014. To better align the ARR methodology with the 

public interest, the Commission will adopt Xcel’s proposed methodology to remove the 

compounding effect from the ARR calculation and approve the 2023 ARR as calculated under 

the modified methodology.  

 

The compounding effect was not fully considered and intentionally included when calculating the 

ARR. At the time the Commission initially defined the ARR, it was clear that the ARR would to 

 
13 The Standard Contract also recognizes this authority in its terms by acknowledging that rates for 

subscribed energy shall be changed annually or otherwise as provided by order of the Commission. 
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be reviewed annually and adjusted in the future.14 Furthermore, the compounding effect had yet to 

manifest because it is a function of Xcel’s recovery of CSG-related costs through the fuel clause, 

which the Commission did not authorize until its September 17, 2014 order. Given the iterative 

process of developing and making adjustments to the CSG program, the non-existence of the 

compounding effect at the time the Commission defined ARR, and the expectation at the time that 

the ARR would only apply until the approval of the VOS, the Commission concludes that the 

compounding effect is not an essential component of the ARR calculation. 

 

Contrary to the contention of several commenters, the modified ARR calculation approved for 

2023 does not constitute retroactive ratemaking because the changes only apply prospectively to 

bill credits for energy that will be produced and purchased after Xcel files updated tariffs that 

incorporate the modifications approved by this order. Similarly, the plain language of the tariffed 

Standard Contract specifically notes that the rates for subscribed energy shall be changed 

annually or as provided by order of the Commission.  

 

In approving this modified ARR calculation, the Commission must also consider whether the 

program still reasonably allows for the creation, financing, and accessibility of CSGs. The ARR 

only applies to CSGs that submitted completed applications prior to 2017, all of which are now 

constructed and operational. Xcel purchases energy produced from CSGs that submitted 

completed applications after 2016 at the VOS. Even when the compounding effect is removed 

from the 2023 ARR and combined with the REC credit, the ARR is still well above the 

corresponding VOS. Therefore, the CSG program as modified by this order still reasonably 

allows for the creation, financing, and accessibility of CSGs. 

C. Effective Date for 2023 ARR 

The ARR is reviewed annually and adjusted accordingly. In past practice, the timing of the annual 

review and adjustment occurred with the updated ARR becoming effective each year on April 1. 

This has resulted in an ARR that is effective from April 1 through March 31 of the following 

year; however, the operative occurrence is the effective date of the updated tariffs rather than the 

specific date of April 1. Although there may be benefits to maintaining the past schedule, the 

Commission is not persuaded, based on this record, that doing so is reasonable at this time.  

 

Therefore, the Commission will require Xcel to make a compliance filing with the approved 

tariff modifications within 10 days of the issuance of this order. The effective date of the updated 

tariffs will be the first calendar date of the month following the date of the compliance filing. 

Until the effective date of the compliance tariff filing, the Commission will require Xcel to apply 

the 2022 ARR to ARR-era CSG production. 

D. Additional Action 

Multiple parties commented that additional changes to the 2023 ARR may implicate complex 

issues of fact and law that are inadequately addressed in the current record.  The Commission 

finds that the record does not support modifying the ARR to remove customer charges and 

reduce demand charges for the 2023 ARR at this time. However, the Commission finds that the 

current record raises questions about whether calculating CSG bill credits based on the ARR, as 

 
14 See April 7, 2014 order at 28, ordering para. 11. 
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currently defined, remains consistent with the public interest and other statutory requirements of 

Minn. Stat. § 216B.1641. To further augment the record and explore the relevant legal and 

factual issues more fully, the Commission will require Xcel to develop and file a detailed 

proposal for transitioning ARR-era CSGs to the appropriate VOS rate.  

 

 

ORDER 

 

1. The Commission modifies the ARR formula by removing the compounding effect via 

Xcel’s proposed methodology as explained in its April 10, 2023 reply comments and 

approves the 2023 ARR as calculated under the modified methodology.  

2. Xcel must file a compliance filing with the required tariff modifications within 10 days of 

the issuance of this order, with an effective date being the first calendar date of the month 

following the date of the compliance filing.  

3. Xcel must apply the 2022 ARR to ARR-era CSG production from April 1, 2023 until the 

effective date of the compliance tariff filing following the order adopting the 2023 ARR.  

4. Within 90 days from the issuance date of this order, Xcel must develop and file a detailed 

proposal for Commission consideration for switching ARR-era gardens to the appropriate 

VOS rate. The Commission delegates authority to the Executive Secretary to approve, via 

notice, requests to extend the deadline for making this compliance filing. 

5. This order shall become effective immediately. 

 BY ORDER OF THE COMMISSION 

 

 

 

 

 Will Seuffert 

 Executive Secretary 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This document can be made available in alternative formats (e.g., large print or audio) by calling 

651.296.0406 (voice). Persons with hearing or speech impairment may call using their preferred 

Telecommunications Relay Service or email consumer.puc@state.mn.us for assistance. 
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Scott Greenbert scott@nautilussolar.com Nautilus Solar Energy, LLC 396 Springfield Aver, Ste 2
										
										Summit,
										NJ
										07901

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Kim Havey kim.havey@minneapolismn
.gov

City of Minneapolis 350 South 5th Street,
										Suite 315M
										Minneapolis,
										MN
										55415

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Jan Hubbard jan.hubbard@comcast.net 7730 Mississippi Lane
										
										Brooklyn Park,
										MN
										55444

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Reuben Hunter bhunter@madisonei.com Madison Energy
Investments

8100 Boone Blvd
										Suite 430
										Vienna,
										VA
										22182

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

John S. Jaffray jjaffray@jjrpower.com JJR Power 350 Highway 7 Suite 236
										
										Excelsior,
										MN
										55331

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Julie Jorgensen juliejorgensen62@gmail.co
m

Greenmark Solar 4630 Quebec Ave N
										
										New Hope,
										MN
										55428-4973

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Ralph Kaehler Ralph.Kaehler@gmail.com 13700 Co. Rd. 9
										
										Eyota,
										MN
										55934

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official
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Cliff Kaehler cliff.kaehler@novelenergy.
biz

Novel Energy Solutions
LLC

4710 Blaylock Way
										
										Inver Grove Heights,
										MN
										55076

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Michael Kampmeyer mkampmeyer@a-e-
group.com

AEG Group, LLC 260 Salem Church Road
										
										Sunfish Lake,
										Minnesota
										55118

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

William D Kenworthy will@votesolar.org Vote Solar 332 S Michigan Ave FL 9
										
										Chicago,
										IL
										60604

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Brad Klein bklein@elpc.org Environmental Law &
Policy Center

35 E. Wacker Drive, Suite
1600
										Suite 1600
										Chicago,
										IL
										60601

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Aaron Knoll aknoll@greeneespel.com Greene Espel PLLP 222 South Ninth Street
										Suite 2200
										Minneapolis,
										MN
										55402

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Michael Krause michaelkrause61@yahoo.c
om

Kandiyo Consulting, LLC 433 S 7th Street
										Suite 2025
										Minneapolis,
										Minnesota
										55415

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Dean Leischow dean@sunrisenrg.com Sunrise Energy Ventures 315 Manitoba Ave Ste 200
										
										Wayzata,
										MN
										55391

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Annie Levenson Falk annielf@cubminnesota.org Citizens Utility Board of
Minnesota

332 Minnesota Street,
Suite W1360
										
										St. Paul,
										MN
										55101

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Alice Madden alice@communitypowermn.
org

Community Power 2720 E 22nd St
										
										Minneapolis,
										MN
										55406

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official
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Pam Marshall pam@energycents.org Energy CENTS Coalition 823 E 7th St
										
										St Paul,
										MN
										55106

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Jason Maur jason.maur@renesolapowe
r.com

Renesola Power Holdings,
LLC

850 Canal Street
										3rd Floor
										Stamford,
										CT
										06902

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Matthew Melewski matthew@nokomisenergy.
com

Nokomis Energy LLC & Ole
Solar LLC

2639 Nicollet Ave Ste 200
										
										Minneapolis,
										MN
										55408

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Thomas Melone Thomas.Melone@AllcoUS.
com

Minnesota Go Solar LLC 222 South 9th Street
										Suite 1600
										Minneapolis,
										Minnesota
										55120

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Michael Menzel mike.m@sagiliti.com Sagiliti 23505 Smithtown Rd.
										Suite 280
										Excelsior,
										MN
										55331

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Marc Miller mmiller@soltage.com Soltage, LLC 66 York Street, 5th Floor
										
										Jersey City,
										NJ
										07302

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Marcus Mills Marcus@communitypower
mn.org

Community Power 2720 E 22nd St
										
										Minneapolis,
										MN
										55406

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Andrew Moratzka andrew.moratzka@stoel.co
m

Stoel Rives LLP 33 South Sixth St Ste 4200
										
										Minneapolis,
										MN
										55402

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Pouya Najmaie pouya@cooperativeenergyf
utures.com

Cooperative Energy
Futures

3416 16th Ave S
										
										Minneapolis,
										MN
										55407

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Rolf Nordstrom rnordstrom@gpisd.net Great Plains Institute 2801 21ST AVE S STE 220
 
										
										Minneapolis,
										MN
										55407-1229

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official
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Logan O'Grady logrady@mnseia.org Minnesota Solar Energy
Industries Association

2288 University Ave W
										
										St. Paul,
										MN
										55114

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Patty O'Keefe patty.okeefe@sierraclub.or
g

2525 Emerson Ave S Apt 2
 
										
										Minneapolis,
										MN
										55405

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Jeff O'Neill jeff.oneill@ci.monticello.mn
.us

City of Monticello 505 Walnut Street
										Suite 1
										Monticelllo,
										Minnesota
										55362

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Carol A. Overland overland@legalectric.org Legalectric - Overland Law
Office

1110 West Avenue
										
										Red Wing,
										MN
										55066

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Eric Pasi ericp@ips-solar.com IPS Solar 2670 Patton Rd
										
										Roseville,
										MN
										55113

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Dan Patry dpatry@sunedison.com SunEdison 600 Clipper Drive
										
										Belmont,
										CA
										94002

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Jeffrey C Paulson jeff.jcplaw@comcast.net Paulson Law Office, Ltd. 4445 W 77th Street
										Suite 224
										Edina,
										MN
										55435

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Kristel Porter kristel@mnrenewablenow.o
rg

MN Renewable Now N/A Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Paula Prahl paula.prahl@dominiuminc.
com

Dominium 2905 Northwest Blvd
										Ste 150
										Plymouth,
										MN
										55441

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Generic Notice Residential Utilities Division residential.utilities@ag.stat
e.mn.us

Office of the Attorney
General-RUD

1400 BRM Tower
										445 Minnesota St
										St. Paul,
										MN
										551012131

Electronic Service Yes OFF_SL_13-867_Official
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Isabel Ricker ricker@fresh-energy.org Fresh Energy 408 Saint Peter Street
										Suite 220
										Saint Paul,
										MN
										55102

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Jonathan Roberts jroberts@soltage.com Soltage 66 York St
										5th Floor
										Jersey City,
										NJ
										07302

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Delaney Russell delaney@mnipl.org Just Solar Coalition 4407 E Lake Street
										
										Minneapolis,
										MN
										55407

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Kyle Samejima kyle@mplsclimate.org Minneapolis Climate Action N/A Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Ian SantosMeeker ians@ips-solar.com IPS Solar N/A Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Christine Schwartz Regulatory.records@xcele
nergy.com

Xcel Energy 414 Nicollet Mall FL 7
										
										Minneapolis,
										MN
										554011993

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Will Seuffert Will.Seuffert@state.mn.us Public Utilities Commission 121 7th Pl E Ste 350
										
										Saint Paul,
										MN
										55101

Electronic Service Yes OFF_SL_13-867_Official

David Shaffer david.shaffer@novelenergy
.biz

Novel Energy Solutions 2303 Wycliff St Ste 300
										
										St. Paul,
										MN
										55114

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Christopher L. Sherman csherman@sherman-
associates.com

Solar Holdings LLC 233 Park Ave S Ste 201
										
										Minneapolis,
										MN
										55415

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Doug Shoemaker dougs@charter.net Minnesota Renewable
Energy

2928 5th Ave S
										
										Minneapolis,
										MN
										55408

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Russ Stark Russ.Stark@ci.stpaul.mn.u
s

City of St. Paul 390 City Hall
										15 West Kellogg Boulevard
 
										Saint Paul,
										MN
										55102

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official
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Eric Swanson eswanson@winthrop.com Winthrop & Weinstine 225 S 6th St Ste 3500
										Capella Tower
										Minneapolis,
										MN
										554024629

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Whitney Terrill whitney@mnipl.org Minnesota Interfaith Power
& Light

N/A Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Anna Tobin atobin@greeneespel.com Greene Espel PLLP 222 South Ninth Street
										Suite 2200
										Minneapolis,
										MN
										55402

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Zack Townsend zachary.townsend@brookfi
eldrenewable.com

Brookfield Renewable 200 Liberty St FL 14
										
										New York,
										NY
										10281

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Pat Treseler pat.jcplaw@comcast.net Paulson Law Office LTD 4445 W 77th Street
										Suite 224
										Edina,
										MN
										55435

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

John Vaughn jvaughn@rreal.org Rural Renewable Energy
Alliance

3963 8th Street SW
										
										Backus,
										MN
										55435

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Kevin Walker KWalker@beaconinterfaith.
org

Beacon Interfaith Housing
Collaborative

N/A Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Jenna Warmuth jwarmuth@mnpower.com Minnesota Power 30 W Superior St
										
										Duluth,
										MN
										55802-2093

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Jessica Welk jwelk@sherman-
associates.com

Sherman Associates 233 Park Avenue South
										Suite 201
										Minneapolis,
										Minnesota
										55415

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official

Curtis P Zaun curtis@cpzlaw.com Attorney At Law 3254 Rice Street
										
										Little Canada,
										MN
										55126

Electronic Service No OFF_SL_13-867_Official
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